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 then my kindle broke and I lost all of those eBooks. McMaster's latest book, the first in the series, is Kiss of the Lotus, a standalone steampunk story set in 1889 that features a London-based cat burglar who also happens to be a vampire. I asked McMaster if she had some questions for me, and the response: What is the plot of your book? Blurb: For hundreds of years, the only challenge to death was
the nightly drink of opium tea. Then the first of the mystical Lotus-eaters arrived, proclaiming that the Lotus flower would be their new host. Victor James should have known better than to think he could be safe in London. After all, it’s the capital of the world, and no one can predict what the Lotus-eaters will do next. His kind, unable to blend into mortal society, have been hunted by the Lotus-eaters
for centuries. But then the Lotus-Eaters begin targeting Victor’s beautiful wife, and he is forced to choose between the woman he loves and his own life. She just pulled back the curtain on a hidden world. Where did the story idea for Kiss of the Lotus come from? About five years ago I began researching a story I was toying with, about a powerful member of the vampire species. I had intended it to

be the first in a series, but after a couple of years, I lost interest. Then, recently, I started talking to some friends about the funny contrast between my personal life and the life of my character, and how much of our lives are influenced by the people around us. I thought, “Hey, I used to have this vampire. He’s not really a vampire anymore, but he’s pretty cool, and he’s actually very lonely.” After that, I
realized I had an opportunity to investigate a different side of vampire mythology. So I decided to write about Victor James, the vampire who is my current muse. So what is your primary audience? Young adults? Adults? E-book readers? I’m happy with all ages, but I particularly enjoy writing for adults, especially women and women-in-relationships. So far, Kiss of the Lotus is the only vampire book

I’ve written, but now I’m thinking about vampires 520fdb1ae7
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